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Visiting card design vector

If you use cards, why not make them custom-designed cards? As part of human leisure time for over a millennium, cards have been used for everything from children's games to adult gambling. Talented wizards use them as a basic tool and are also unique promotional material for
advertisers. Whether it's decorating the face of the card with something a little more special than the standard design, or using the blank canvas on the back, the game cards are ripe for designers to customize. We have found our favorite designs and listed them here for your enjoyment. For
a more unique design, check out this stunning roundup.01 paper art. The art of playing CardsCards reinvented in the style of Andy Warhol (above) and Banksy (bottom) (Image Credit: BetVictor)Cyber Monday offers: see all the best deals right now! This beautiful range of cards comes in
four separate decks, each in the style of an iconic artist - Pablo Picasso, Roy Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol and Banksy. The set contains lots of facts about the history of each card, which has informed the design as interpreted for the individual artist. For example, did you know that the King is
known as the Suicidal King? It is a fact reflected in the image shown for each king within these extra-special decks. The image above shows the Warhol and Banksy.02 covers. Future edition What will the world be like 100 years from now? Playing Arts asked 229 internationally known artists
to design an image each representing their response to what the future has. The result is a vibrant and eclectic mix of art, in a range of bold styles. Currently available for booking on Kickstarter, we hope this fundraiser raised the money needed to produce the cards. Six separate alcohol
designs are features (Image Credit: Michael Clark and Oban Jones)This impressive card series consists of six separate decks, all dedicated to a different alcohol. From the dreamy Absinthe, to the exotic Ron Rebellion and vintage, smuggled Authentic Moonshine, the card designs are
totally immersive and incredibly diverse. The other spirits to be included are white wolf vodka ice cream, which heats 52 Proof Whiskey and Tequila Shots. We want.04. 52Thive, extravagant and sometimes even appalling (Image Credit: 52 Aes)The team behind 52Aces has created the third
edition of its Original Deck, and as before, each individual game card has been designed by a separate international artist. This limited edition deck consists of 54 cards and features distinctive, quirky and sometimes even gruesome illustrations. Provided in a high-quality can, this set has
been awarded the Red Dot Award, so be sure to take Deck.05. ThreeSuper-diverse and intricate Edition (Image Credit: Playing Arts)Playing Arts has a range of sets on its website, all custom-made by a group of artists, illustrators and designers. We love Edition Three, full of incredibly
diverse illustrations and designs designed by individual individual artists art studies. Learn about design while watching your friends at Poker The Design Deck lets you learn graphic design while playing poker. You're not on par with a graphic design title or experience, but it's a fun and easy
way to learn the essentials of graphic design, improve your skills as a designer, and understand more about the design you interact with every day. Each of the 52 faces has a useful piece of design information, complete with a visual example, that combines to create a complete and
thorough examination of the topic. They are also printed in 310 g/m2 thick cardboard with a linen texture, so they also feel great. The team behind the design cover has also created The Font Deck, which includes font-based curiosities and made in a beautifully designed format.54 inspiring
examples of letterpress Business CardsA pirate-themed deck for all the companions out there Ahoy there are mateys! This maritime-inspired collection of 54 illustrated cards features four unique costumes, including Pirate Crew, Cursed Pirate Crew, Royal Navy Officers and Mythical Sea
Creatures.Each card pack is the size of a poker, boxed and wrapped in shape, with cards and boxes finished with a matte overlay. The illustration of the box was created by the wonderful illustrator James Burlinson.08. Pedale DesignThis beautiful game cards are made with stock of bee-
quality coated cards created by Pedale's design, this limited edition 10,000 decks was funded by a Kickstarter campaign that went on to pass the target by more than $140,000. It's easy to see why. The cards come in a white box, using black ink, embossed with gold and black backs and
bee-quality coated card material. The illustrations themselves are amazing, with the Pedale design team also creating a series of T-shirts to go along with the game cards.09. White Artisan Playing CardsThe gold foil and white relief are beautiful and durable Illustrated by Simon Frouws in
South Africa, Artisan Playing Cards: The White Edition is a highly stylized package of custom game cards with hot-stamped white paper on FSC-certified white paper ultra-lux derived from sustainable forests and using starch-based and vegetable-based inks. The blank edition was
presented to complement the original black edition produced in December 2012. Veteran American magician David Copperfield called them the best game cards ever produced, with high praise. Each card has a custom font and is therefore unique Each of The Type Deck's 52 game cards is
a uniquely designed custom typographic design piece. With each of these cards being unique, each deck has the potential to be a true collector's item. The Type Deck in a limited edition thanks to a successful crowd finance spell on Kickstarter.11. Joe Douchet How much can you remove
the cards before they can't be played? Sometimes less is more. That's the concept behind these beautiful custom game cards from designer Joe Joe Using simple geometric shapes, Douchet left enough visual information on each card for players to still be able to use. Titled IOTA, the
design uses circles, a diamond and triangles to represent spades and hearts, and a single diagonal line on the back of each card.12 52 Shadows of GreedThe project began small but soon became a balloon as more and more illustrators involved Illustrators Marc Scheff was contacted by a
member of the alternative bank group Occupy Wall St, who wanted some illustrations for a deck of informative custom game cards. Thus began a huge illustration project aimed at educating people about America's current recession through a deck of cards. Within days, the project became
a massive collaborative company involving 28 artists from around the world. The deck grew to 56 cards (52 in the deck, plus four bonus cards). All illustrators arrived with incredible emotion and ideas for this collaboration, Scheff says. I'm delighted to say it's a great success. 13. Retro
PixarBox Character Cards features the legendary anglepoise pixar another set of custom game cards that mixes the old and what's new is the 'Deluxe Playing Cards Pixar' set by British graphic designer and illustrator Chris Anderson. Anderson has used a color palette based on vintage
board games to create cards that feature Pixar characters such as Woody, Nemo and Mr Incredible.Related articles: Don't worry, we're not pitching a scam. This article is not about how to create your own credit card from scratch, just design a cooler credit card than one you have in your
wallet right now! We've all seen the NASCAR, Nike, Dallas Cowboys and other corporate logo logos on credit cards, but have you ever wondered if it's possible to create your own brand and infuse it into your credit cards? Perhaps you own a business and would like the recognition
associated with using a credit card with your company name and logo on it. The idea is not as crazy as you might think and depending on your methods, you might be able to do it for free or make it cost a lot of penny. Design your own credit card – The Free Capital One Method offers your
customers the option to design your own credit card using its online imaging software. You can use the photos on the Capital One site, upload your own personal images or use the Public Gallery to find even more unique possibilities for your own design. The software allows you to crop,
rotate, enhance, enlarge, reduce and other options to help you create the exact look you want on your credit card. The downside is that it can only be used on Capital One credit cards. In addition restrictions on the content of the photo being used. Capital One reserves the right not to create
your unique credit card in case you determine the image you used to be profane, obscene or pornographic. Discover Card also allows its customers to place two initials on their credit cards with their monogram collection credit cards. The most popular initials are obviously the name of the
client or the university they attended. Credit Card Designs – The economic method There is a website, Zug.com, that explains the process of designing your own credit card in a way that will not make the card unusable. The necessary supplies are as follows: • 3M Spray Mount Credit Card
Premium Knitting Needles T-shirt Paper Transfer X-Act Iron Knife Photo Editing Software Color Inkjet Printer To get started, design your image using the photo editing software of your choice (Adobe Photoshop, Corel Draw, etc.). Print the finished design with the Color inkjet printer and T-
shirt transfer paper. Cut the image. Spray the front of the card with the 3M spray holder, then take off the backup of the transfer paper image and place it on the card. Use the ironing paper (comes with the transfer paper) on top of the image on the card and iron over low for 30 seconds
(using too hot a setting will deform the card). Turn the card over and use the X-Acto knife to cut off excess paper. Follow the same procedure for the back of your credit card. Be sure to mask the magnetic stripe with adhesive tape before using the 3M spray holder. Use the knitting needle to
force the transfer of paper to the cracks of the inverted numbers before using the iron. Once you're done- voila! You now have your own unique credit card that can still be used at any merchant. Create your own credit card – The expensive method Having your own branded logo or credit
card is something that few regular Joe citizens have, but if you have the money, it can be done. Contact a credit card issuer such as Citibank or American Express and suggest the idea of a partnership between your companies. If the credit card issuer feels there is a good market for your
credit card type, they will gladly create and maintain accounts for you, for a considerable fee, of course. Again, in order to achieve this, you will need substantial paperwork, proof that your card will be desired, money in order to pay not only for card design, but for maintaining consumer
accounts AND the ability to sell the idea to a major credit card company. Cobraded credit cards are common, but few survive beyond a few years. Make sure that if you take this rout, it offers consumers a great cash balance transfer opportunity or 0% as an incentive to get them to register.
While cheap methods may sound outrageous, working in retail has shown me that not only do many people try to alter their credit cards to look fresher, the process is easier than it sounds because most people succeed. These days, Capital One does all the hard work for you, but if you're
more of a type of person who does it yourself, you still have options. Options. Options.
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